One night when David was feeling very sick, he went to bed and began praying very strongly for Jesus to heal him!

When David was praying and speaking in tongues, he began trying to show Maria something by all kinds of hand motions showing different pyramid shapes with his hands and arms.

Maria kept guessing what David was trying to show. When she finally said “pyramid?” David said “Yes!” He had seen very great things, but while he was seeing the pyramid, he could not speak about it!
Later, when David was able to talk about the vision, he said that while praying to be healed, he saw this great big pyramid over him! When he asked Jesus what makes the pyramid work, all of a sudden from the top....

A bright glow appeared and turned into a shower of lights coming down, and going round and round! It was very beautiful and it looked like all the beautiful stars in the sky at night!

David said, "I felt like I was floating, and it was a real good feeling! Everything about it felt good!"
All kinds of strange things happen in pyramids! Mostly good things! Some people think that the energy inside comes up from the earth and goes to the top.

Note: This is a picture of the pyramids in Giza (Memphis) Egypt!

But according to this dream or vision, the energy began at the top and travelled downward! And the energy was both inside and outside the pyramid coming down toward me to heal me! I was not afraid of it. Everything about it was good!
And after that happened, it was almost like I got well all of a sudden!" (Maria: That pyramid coming down on top of you helped you!)

When people lay hands on the sick to be healed, their hands form a pyramid of God's healing power! Jesus said, (Mark 16:19) "They shall lay hands on the sick and they shall be healed!"

Praise the Lord! Have you had any "pyramid" or healing experiences? "The prayer of Faith shall save the sick and the Lord shall raise him up!"